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Punch grafting for a recalcitrant, venous leg ulcer
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Sir,

Punch grafting is a technique that has been widely 
employed for the treatment of wounds and foot and leg 
ulcers [1-3]. It is easy to implement, is complication-
free, and is nowadays considered again an important 
therapeutic alternative as many ulcers fail to heal 
completely despite well-conducted care [3]. The 
principle of such grafting consists of obtaining thin, 
split-thickness skin grafts (STSG) containing the 
epidermis and papillary dermis, which promote wound 
re-epithelialization and the release of growth factors 
and cells [2]. It considerably shortens the healing 
time [3]. The HAS recommends its use for recalcitrant 
ulcers (> six months) and ulcers larger than 10 cm2 [4]. 
A study by Conde-Montero demonstrated its value in 
reducing pain in all types of ulcers, yet especially in 
necrotic angiodermatitis [5]. The preparation phase 
is essential in order to acquire an adequate ulcer bed 
for graft reception. The management of causative and 
etiological factors is also necessary to optimize the 
results [2,4]. Particularly in venous ulcers, it is necessary 
to educate patients on the need to respect healthy 
lifestyle measures and wear compression bandages. 

It is equally important to manage co-morbidities, 
recommend lymphatic and venous drainage, prevent 
trauma, and treat wounds early [4]. Herein, we report 
the case of a recalcitrant, venous leg ulcer treated 
with punch grafting. Our case illustrates the interest 
in this technique and underlines the need to have all 
the optimal conditions accompanying the healing and 
manage the etiological and promoting factors.

A 44-year-old male patient presented with a history of 
a venous ulcer on the right leg evolving for three years 
with chronic venous insufficiency at a surgical stage, 
for which he was operated one year previously and also 
benefited from platelet-rich plasma (PRP) sessions 
without a clear improvement. A clinical examination 
revealed a roughly oval ulcer, 6 × 5 cm in diameter, with 
a budding and fibrinous surface, located on the medial 
malleolus. An examination of the skin around the lesion 
revealed signs of chronic venous insufficiency, such as 
ochre dermatitis and varicosities (Fig. 1a). Doppler 
ultrasound of the arterial and venous network revealed 
venous insufficiency without arterial involvement. 
Compression bandages were prescribed. The preparation 
of the ulcer bed was performed by chemical dressings 
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Figure 1: (a) The fibrinous venous ulcer located on the medial malleolus surrounded by ochre dermatitis. (b) The venous ulcer bed after chemical 
and mechanical debridement. (c) Re-epithelialization and punch grafting. (d) Complete healing after five months with a two-year follow-up.
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such as hydrocolloids, the mechanical debridement of 
the fibrin, and the revival of the ulcer edges with CO2 
laser. The patient, then, underwent punch grafting 
harvested from the thigh (Figs. 1b and 1c). Complete 
healing was observed after five months with a two-year 
follow-up and no recurrence (Fig. 1d).

The interest in this technique lies in the fact that it is 
simple, effective, and complication-free. In addition 
to producing an analgesic effect, it accelerates and 
optimizes healing.

Consent

The examination of the patient was conducted according to the 
principles of the Declaration of Helsinki.

The authors certify that they have obtained all appropriate patient 
consent forms, in which the patients gave their consent for images 
and other clinical information to be included in the journal. The 
patients understand that their names and initials will not be 
published and due effort will be made to conceal their identity, 
but that anonymity cannot be guaranteed.
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